
Estibaliz Sadaba 
is a woman artist from the 

Basque Country (Spain.) She 
addresses femin isl and political 
issues through her art and has 

recently edited a publication with 
other women artists in the 

Basque Country. 

Sondra Solovay 
ing how the world 
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orried about how I 
to stop domestic 

ecure equal rights 

Freddie Baer 

chigan and is w 
·ng how she mis 

several thousa 
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is a fat, bi collage artist (along with a 
whole truckload of other descriptors). Her illus

trations have appeared on numerous magazine cov
ers, I-shirts, posters, and album covers, and she is 

renowned throughout the small press and marginal com
munities. In 1992 AK Press published Ecstatic 

Incisions: The Collages of Freddie Baer, a book of 
her collage work, and she is currently working on 

another collection of her collages. 
Freddie is also her own favorite 

fat model. 
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sexy, fat fem 
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ht and fuck w 
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s oppression 

is a photographer whose 
body of work is about her life and 
more specifically about the lives of 
other women. She is drawn to the 

portrait as a piece of evidence, each 
image a metaphor for all humanity. 
She approaches her subjects with

out any preconceived ideas and 
th rives on the search to dis-

Candida Albicans Royale 

learned to read at age two from the back 
seat of a run-down Volvo by announcing 

whatever neon restaurant, bar, and gas sta
tion signs she could decipher in the 40 
m.p.h. blur. She still has fond associa

tions with these early influences. 

recently exhibited drawings 
of fat dykes in Melbourne and 

Adelaide, under the title 
"Abundant Beauty." Cards of 
many of her images are avail
able- to order or for informa-

pagan pnes , 
ie-anarchist, welfar 

!her, living in Oakland 
dreams of opening a 

pie/dungeon in Oregon so 
e in the next five years. Wh 
sed, she identifies politicall 
rag queen leatherdyke sep 

isl. She prefers to call her f 
lowers devotees rather than 
slaves, because they have to 
be seriously devoted to put 
up with her, especially dur

ing her bouts with 
fibromyalgia. 
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fought her obesity for 3 decades. A few y 
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lesbian activist. 
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